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A
ir India has a new chief op-

erating officer (COO) at a

fancy salary; it has a new

board of directors, with some busi-

ness stars agreeing to join; it has

leased out some of its surplus air-

craft; and it has reduced its loss-

es, which the civil aviation minister

says have come down from Rs 400

crore per month to Rs 300 crore. But

since revenues are only about Rs

1,300 crore per month, it still looks

as though the airline is deep un-

der water. The uncomfortable ques-

tion must be asked of what used

to be an iconic brand: even with the

best intentions of the people now in

charge, does the airline have any

hope of turning the corner?

For an answer, take a look at the

competition and the realities of the

aviation market. Both Jet and King-

fisher are now significantly big-

ger in the domestic market, ac-

counting between them for 49 per

cent of traffic, while Air India is a

poor third at 18 per cent. Two low-

cost airlines, Indigo and SpiceJet,

whose combined fleet is much small-

er than Air India’s domestic fleet,

have 27 per cent of the market.

These low-cost carriers also hap-

pen to be profitable, and both now

plan international operations from

next year — including forays into

the Gulf route that used to be Air

India’s milch cow.

Indigo is able to fill 74 per cent

of the seats on its flights, compared

to Air India’s 64 per cent; on top

of that, it does more flights per

aircraft/day because its business

model (single aircraft type, no-frills

ops) allows faster turnaround at air-

ports. If each Indigo plane can car-

ry 25 per cent more passengers than

Air India, and if Air India also has

heavy overheads because of legacy

factors, can the airline ever hope to

make money in the domestic mar-

ket? Indeed, Indigo plans to take its

fleet from 25 to 34 planes in the

course of the year, so don’t be sur-

prised if by this time next year this

four-year-old airline is bigger than

the domestic Air India. SpiceJet

could overtake it not long afterwards,

leaving the once monopoly airline

as the smallest of the significant play-

ers in the market, but with higher

costs than all the others.

While Indigo and SpiceJet win

out in the low-cost segment, Jet and

Kingfisher have walked away with

the cream of the business class mar-

ket. These airlines are losing mon-

ey too, but not on the scale of Air In-

dia. They also have better market

shares and a superior reputation for

service. In other words, their situ-

ation is not hopeless, whereas Air

India’s appears to be just that.

Air India’s spokespersons will

come up with a number of rea-

sons for this state of affairs: the dif-

ficulties of operating as a public sec-

tor airline, the social costs that it

is asked to bear that its private

sector competitors don’t, the heavy

burden of accumulated debt, the

constant government interference

and a meddling minister. All of that

may be true, but they are facts of life

which the airline cannot get away

from. If the new directors and the

new COO can rewrite the rules, the

airline might have a ghost of a

chance, but it must seem like a long

shot when unionised employees are

not likely to cooperate with the man-

agement on many issues.

The new reality is presented in

an outdoor advertisement now vis-

ible in Delhi; to illustrate the mes-

sage of changing times, it shows the

Air India maharajah but with the fa-

miliar moustachioed visage replaced

by Kingfisher owner Vijay Mallya’s

bearded grin! On present reckon-

ing, the dethroned maharajah threat-

ens to become a bottomless pit

for taxpayer money.

A maharajah’s plight

B
arack Obama remains an enig-

ma, both in his domestic and

foreign policies. Having fought

a brilliant campaign by occu-

pying the centre and attracting

many independents to his banner, he then

handed over the design of his flagship

health care reform to the Democrats’ left

wing. The predictable effect, in a coun-

try which remains by and large moder-

ately conservative, was to frighten off the

independents who had secured his elec-

tion victory. They joined the “tea party”

and other Republicans in the stunning

defeat of the Democrats in Teddy

Kennedy’s Senate seat. Through various

forms of arm twisting and numerous com-

promises and legislative sleights of hand,

the massive health care Bill was passed

with Obama’s direct intervention, there-

by saving what was beginning to ap-

pear as a doomed presidency.

But the final Bill did not tackle the two

major policy-induced distortions in the

working of the American private health

insurance market. The first goes back to

the wage and price controls introduced by

Franklin Roosevelt in the Second World

War. Employers tried to get around the

wage freeze by offering health benefits to

employees and the Internal Security Ser-

vice allowed them a tax deduction, while

excluding the fringe benefits from em-

ployees’ income. This has led to the most

serious deficiency in the US health care

where employees are terrified of losing

their jobs, because their health insurance

is tied to it. Moreover, with the third par-

ty status of the insurers, employees have

no incentive to monitor their health ex-

penses. The simplest way to deal with this

distortion, which would also have allowed

many of the uninsured to obtain health in-

surance, is to transfer the employer tax

subsidy to individual Medical Savings Ac-

counts (see Goodman and Musgrave: Pa-

tient Power, Cato Institute, 1992).

The second distortion is due to the mal-

practice insurance doctors have to carry

to avoid punitive damages inflicted by the

dysfunctional US legal system. This leads

to doctors recommending numerous un-

necessary tests, with a consequent rise

in health costs. Tort reform to remove this

distortion is resisted by the lawyers who

form a core Democrat constituency.

Instead, there has been a vast addi-

tion to the already burgeoning unfunded

health entitlements under Medicare and

Medicaid. As noted in my column, Fin cri-

sis IV — Geo-political consequences (Feb-

ruary 24, 2009, Business Standard), this

was already putting the US on an unsus-

tainable fiscal path. The addition of at least

another $1 trillion to the US fiscal deficit

will make this position much worse, with-

out in effect curing the known defects of

the US health system.

T
he response, as US Comptroller Gen-

eral David Walker predicted in 2007,

is to rein back the sinews of US defence

which have provided the global order so

essential for peace and prosperity. But

much worse, instead of being “smart” as

in “smart power”, Obama seems to have

blinked so often in a year in office that

it has begun to worry friends and bol-

ster the rivals of the US. The first such

“blink” was unilaterally withdrawing the

missile shield aimed at Iran under Russ-

ian pressure without getting anything in

return, and in the process letting down

the East European countries which were

to host the relevant bases. The hope that

this “resetting” of the button would lead

to Russian pressure on the Iranians on

the nuclear standoff has been belied most

recently as Prime Minister Vladimir Putin,

instead of supporting sanctions, told Sec-

retary of State Hillary Clinton on her

Moscow visit that Russia would assist

Iran in fuelling the Russian-built Bushehr

nuclear reactor, which Clinton gamely

accepted as being within Iran’s “rights”.

Nor is the much-hyped recent START-

II agreement worth much. President Bush,

under the 2002 Moscow treaty, had already

cut the number of US warheads to just over

2,000. This is not much changed by the new

treaty. But, Russia has maintained its right

to withdraw from the agreement if the US

pursued its missile defence programme af-

fecting perceived strategic stability. This

is, of course, what Gorbachev sought in

Regan’s abortive attempt to eliminate

nuclear weapons. Combined with Oba-

ma’s promise in his Nuclear Posture Re-

view strategy not to modernise the US nu-

clear arsenal, the deterrent power of

US nuclear arms which has been the best

non-proliferation weapon, as many coun-

tries with the ability to develop nuclear

weapons have relied on the American nu-

clear umbrella, will be diminished. Tak-

en together, these two prongs of Obama’s

nuclear strategy have made an already

dangerous world even more dangerous

as more states are likely to develop and

rely on their own nuclear weapons.

The most heinous mistake, however,

has been Obama’s dithering about the

Afghan war, and his West Point speech

in December authorising a troop surge.

But, stating that thereafter all US troops

would be out by 2011. This, as Hamid Gul,

the former notorious head of Pakistan’s

ISI, said in a recent Al Jazeera interview,

“makes clear that the Taliban are

Afghanistan’s future, and the Americans

are its past” (special dispatch 2895, April

7, www.memri.org). It is this perception

which has given heart to the Pakistan army

in its AfPak strategy against India.

Do these various seeming blunders sug-

gest that Obama is a wide-eyed idealist and

a “socialist”? I think not. Though he has

clearly made some dubious judgment calls

most likely due to his inexperience rather

than ideology, he is responding in his do-

mestic policies to the perceived defects

of the US health system and the continu-

ing desire of the “baby boomers” not to face

up to costs of the entitlement society they

have created. In foreign policy, he is re-

sponding to the growing feeling in the

US to bring “our boys home”, and to use

its resources for domestic spending.

However, the impending US failure in

Afghanistan is reminiscent of the Vietnam

war. The latest sign is the attempt to un-

dermine Karzai, echoing the end of Ngo

Dinh Diem. Both reflect the failure of

Americans to understand other cultures

and their desire to impose their own “habits

of the heart” on their imperium (see my

In Praise of Empires). Whether the im-

pending retreat from Afghanistan, the

seemingly unavoidable deployment of an

Iranian nuclear bomb, and the diminished

economic reputation of the US after the

Great Recession mark the end of the

US imperium, and the likely lineaments

of the emerging world order, will be the

subject of my next few columns.

Every little trifle, for some reason, does

seem incalculably important today, and

when you say of a thing that “nothing

hangs on it”, it sounds like blasphemy.

There’s never any knowing how am I to

put it? Which of our actions, which of our

idlenesses won’t have things hanging on it

for ever

—E M Forster, WWhheerree  AAnnggeellss

FFeeaarr  ttoo  TTrreeaadd

T
his epigraph adorns Zadie Smith’s first

novel White Teeth, and her third On

Beautyopens with a turn of phrase bor-

rowed from Howard’s End. On the ac-

knowledgements page of that book, she writes

of her “love of E M Forster, to whom all my

fiction is indebted, one way or the other”. But

the connection of one writer to another isn’t

just an abstraction; it is fleshed out, not in

terms of language or plot, but in terms of ideas

which she spells out in Changing My Mind:

Occasional Essays (Hamish Hamilton/Pen-

guin, special Indian price Rs 550) that could

be summed up by the epigraph to this book

taken from that old classic, The Philadel-

phia Story (1940): “The time to make up your

mind about people is never.” Hence the title

of this collection, because, as she says in

her introduction, “ideological inconsistency

is, for me, practically an article of faith”.

Forster was one of the great novel-

ists of misunderstanding and this forms

the basis of Zadie Smith’s essays (as they

have been with her novels). Split into

five sections — Reading, Being, Seeing,

Feeling and Remembering — it finds

Zadie Smith casting her eye over ma-

terial, both personal and cultural, equal-

ly at home in the world of great classics

and bad cinema, great novelists and es-

sayists with a style that is as sympathetic

as it is insightful.

What’s striking about the essays, no

matter how large the subject, is that their dis-

tinguishing marks are intimacy and infor-

mality, “a loose sally of the mind” as if she were

talking on paper close to the weave and

texture of her own experience. But much more

than that, she keeps Forster’s injunction in

Howard’s End always in mind: “Only con-

nect… Only connect the prose and the pas-

sion, and both will be exalted and become love

seen at its highest.” As Smith elaborates, “Con-

nections was Forster’s great theme: between

people, nations, heart and head, labour and

art.” It is these connections that brings these

essays alive and relevant to our times.

Given the range of the essays, where does

one start? Obviously with E M Forster and her

essay Forster: Middle Manager that has been

specially written for this anthology. Forster

was “a tricky bugger”, she says, a proposition

that indicates a friendly interest in the man

and the writer though it doesn’t seem in

tune with Forster’s reticence or middling style.

Forster had laid out his casual aesthetics ca-

sually: “All I write is, to me, sentimental. A

book that doesn’t leave people either happi-

er or better than it found them, which does-

n’t add some permanent treasure to the world,

isn’t worth doing… This is ‘my theory’ and I

maintain it’s sentimental… .”

To his detractors, the small, mild oeu-

vre wasn’t enough (“Forster never went

any further than warming the teapot,”

said one of his critics); what was required

was the zeal of the fanatic. But it is

precisely Forster’s stealthy, dissident

kindness, the refusal to give up hope for

the next time, that has made him one

of the most widely read modern novel-

ists of our times.

Some of Zadie Smith’s “connections”

appear, prima facie, to be a strange mix where

fancy literary theory is juxtaposed with old-

fashioned plot. There are two options for a

writer, she says, as with Roland Barthes

and Nabokov. Barthes’ view of writing lib-

erates the writer; that is, you write to re-

lease the tensions within you; Nabokov’s view

of reading celebrates the writer. So, she

says, “Maybe every author needs to keep faith

with Nabokov, and every reader with Barthes.”

Using Louis Begley’s The Tremendous

World I have Inside my Head: Franz Kafka:

A Biographical Essay, this is how Smith de-

scribes F Kafka: “It is as if he had spent his en-

tire life wondering what he looked like, with-

out ever discovering there are such things

as mirrors. A naked man among a multi-

tude who are dressed. A mind living in sin

with the soul of Abraham. Franz was a saint.”

Kafka, Smith says, was more than a man of

mystery — “he’s metaphysical”. Which is the

reason why Kafka has been the subject of

so many biographical essays — much more

than  his novels — each trying to fathom

the man who saw the future, shackled and

bound, that didn’t work.

Many of these essays have been writ-

ten by a person who also writes novels and

the novelist’s imagination creeps in even

when she is writing film reviews or com-

ments on some of the leading film stars of

our times. Katherine Hepburn (Roman Hol-

iday, 1950) is her favourite “possibly be-

cause she got to me so young, her effect is

out of proportion with what any movie star

should mean to anyone, but I am grate-

ful for it”. On Anna Magnani, the Italian

actress: “We see her anger, panic and des-

peration… her face stays where it is… make-

up free, wrinkled, bagged under the eyes,

shadowed round the mouth… a different

kind of challenge to the male gaze.”

The pleasure of these essays (there’s a

great deal more) on literature and film is that

it is like a free-flowing conversation without

academic clutter that makes a subject ei-

ther boring or incomprehensible, or both.

A
t a superficial level, the

Lalit Modi-Shashi Tharoor

bang-up is a good illus-

tration of the saying, “People in

glass houses shouldn’t throw

stones”. More substantially, it’s a

moral epic about new India’s Age

of Greed. Everything about the

slanging match reeks of big bucks.

From the total worth of IPL, “the

world’s fastest-growing sports

league”, valued at $4.1 billion to

the swank and swagger of its chair-

man Lalit Modi, and allegations

of fixed and freeloading fran-

chisees, mega-bribes and mafia

threats, the story adds up to the

idea of how power corrupts and

absolute power corrupts absolutely.

And enmeshed in it, a youth-

fully sexy minister, who has gone

from being the Congress par-

ty’s prize trophy in Kerala to an

embarrassment in the premier

league. On the face of it, what

could Lalit Modi and Shashi Tha-

roor possibly have in common

except Twitter traumas? One is

the scion of an old industrial

family who has established,

by hook and by crook, a huge-

ly wealthy empire made up of

condensed cricket, movie star

glamour and big-ticket invest-

ment; and the other a smooth-

talking former UN diplomat with

literary ambitions who lobs jokes

more fitting in the pages of St

Stephen’s undergrad magazine

Kooler Talk than in the strait-

laced precincts of the ruling par-

ty and South Block.

It could be argued that what

the two men share is vaunt-

ing ambition but there is some-

thing else: their arrogance that

they can get away with it, giv-

en the power they wield. Con-

flicting interests and the stench

of funny money infect the whole

business. If Tharoor’s close

companion Sunanda Pushkar

was an investor in Kochi IPL,

surely it was his business and

hers to let it be known that they

were good chums. And for her

to now argue, once the lid is

blown off, that her Rs 70 crore

shareholding in the consortium

wasn’t a freebie but sweat eq-

uity, doesn’t wash. Surely, the

minister, experienced in navi-

gating the intrigue-ridden cor-

ridors of international diplo-

macy, should know the differ-

ence between “mentoring” and

offering “expert advice” to a

business enterprise, and tac-

itly promoting a partner in a

consortium who may or may

not be his fiancee but is wide-

ly perceived as his arm candy.

By hurling the first stone,

Lalit Modi has opened up the

ownership structure of Kochi

IPL to further investigation and

public scrutiny. But what about

the other nine franchises? And

he sits in a glass house, too. Tha-

roor and Kochi IPL franchisees

have hit back with stinging ac-

cusations — bribes, mafia

threats and Modi’s investor rel-

atives. A pretty South African

model’s stay in India features

too. This is all of a piece with

Indian cricket’s murky past,

covered in match-fixing scan-

dals and reports of IPL’s top

sports stars, some of whom are

said to charge appearance fees

at parties after matches. The

daily skulduggery and dirt-dig-

ging of the current scandal could

have a positive fallout if the oc-

cupants of the biggest glass

house of Indian cricket, the

Board of Control for Cricket in

India (BCCI), came clean.

Too much about the func-

tioning of the councils that run

Indian cricket — the BCCI and

the IPL — is secretive and un-

explained. The control of a

game that is both national en-

tertainment and a phenomenal

money-spinner is vice-like. In-

stead of an ostrich-like behav-

iour and dilatory tactics,

Shashak Manohar, head of the

BCCI, should take the lead and

order an inquiry into the own-

ership and financial antecedents

of not just the Kochi IPL but all

franchises. Why can’t the BC-

CI commission an independent

auditor to make its own ac-

counts public? Why should it

not explain what the bidding

process for IPL franchises is,

who the bidders are and why,

as in the case of Kochi IPL, were

there delays that led to the Mo-

di-Tharoor face-off and the

squalid revelations?

If people in glass houses

throw stones then they will

soon be covered in shattered

glass themselves.

WHITHER OBAMA’S AMERICA?

Zadie Smith’s

passage

People in the IPL’s glass houses
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I
never criticise the prime

minister when he is abroad.

Certain proprieties must be

observed.

The Nuclear Security Summit

was held in Washington DC ear-

lier this week, under the chair-

manship of US President Barack

Obama. This summit met after

Barack Obama and Russian Pres-

ident Dmitry Medvedev had signed

a significant agreement to reduce

their nuclear stockpiles. They did

not altogether do away with them.

Enough of these nuclear warheads

remain in the hands of these two

countries, enough to destroy the

world several times over.

Hence, all the sanctimonious

rhetoric at the Washington sum-

mit  sounds hollow. Genuine nu-

clear disarmament is a mystic

chimera. The P5 have the cake

and will, as always, eat it too. The

summit came up with no serious

solution to check nuclear terror-

ism. A few hours cannot ensure

foolproof nuclear security. Where

is enforcement mechanism?

Forty seven countries partic-

ipated. Their leaders mechani-

cally read out their speeches for

the benefit of the people back

home. Mr Obama had “one to one”

meetings with each leader. China

and Russia received special treat-

ment. Manmohan Singh too had

his “one to one”. This was followed

by Mr Obama’s “one to one” with

trusted ally Pakistan’s Prime Min-

ister Yousaf Raza Gilani. George

W Bush had de-hyphenated India

and Pakistan. Mr Obama has

openly resorted to hyphenation.

After all, being a strategic partner

is one thing, but being a reliable

ally is quite another.

I read history (Hons, don’t for-

get) at St Stephen’s College. I did

rather well, obtained a first di-

vision. I was too young and im-

mature to then question my teach-

ers about the connection between

history and progress.

Now I know better. The fact is

that progress is not inherent in his-

tory. Progress is not a law of nature

(I am excluding scientific progress).

The 19th century was passion-

ately devoted to the gospel of

progress. The 20th century mocked

the 19th century. Two world wars,

the invention and use of nuclear

weapons are not signs of progress.

The 20th century began on a high

note — growth in human con-

sciousness and the scientific rev-

olution lit the horizon. But, “Dark-

ness at Noon” soon put an end to

that hope. The 21st century has

so far had a very bumpy ride. 9/11

is now a melancholy part of the Eng-

lish language. Next, George W. Bush,

whom the “people of India deeply

loved”, invaded and destroyed Iraq.

What is the agenda of the ear-

ly decades of the 21st century?

Terrorism, drug trafficking, bru-

tal Islamic fundamentalism, deal-

ing with the deadly Osama bin

Laden. And do not leave out the

“good Taliban”, who blew up the

1,500-year-old giant Buddhas

in Bamiyan. Some progress!!

In 1975 was published Voices

for Life: Reflections on the Hu-

man Condition. It was edited

by the late Dom Moraes. The list

of contributors was formidable.

Toynbee, Jiddu Krishnamurti, In-

dira Gandhi, Heinrich Boll, Gunter

Grass (both Nobel laureates of

later decades), Jonas Salk, Yehu-

di Menuhin, etc. The essay that

made a deep and lasting im-

pression on me was by the black

writer Frank Hercules.

He wrote: “The record of the

human species up to this time

suggests a grave deficiency in

social intelli-

gence… The prob-

lem is, therefore,

primarily genetic

and only second-

arily institutional.”

One more

quote from Mr Her-

cules. This should

interest our eco-

nomic pundits.

“On the economic plane, tra-

ditional confusion between the

standard of living and  the qual-

ity of life needs to be dispelled.

People are not necessarily hap-

pier because their per capita in-

come is higher. The gross national

product is not an index of gross

national contentedness.”

I have quoted Frank Hercules

because his writing has not dat-

ed. Since he wrote, both positive

and negative changes are in ev-

idence. Nevertheless, those in au-

thority would do well to remem-

ber that before they make life  lux-

urious for the very few, it is their

obligation to make life bearable

for the many.

What am I driving at? Some-

thing fundamental.

I am not being judgmental, nor

claiming any personal superior-

ity. Neither am I competent to pro-

vide instantaneous illumination

for curing the ills and ghastly

inequities of mankind. I just want

to emphasise that the world sore-

ly needs a moral upheaval.

Tailpiece: Dur-

ing World War II,

Marshal Tito sent

his trusted com-

rade Milovan Dji-

las (1911-1995) to

Moscow to meet

Supreme Soviet

boss Joseph Stal-

in. Djilas, finding

Stalin in one of his relaxed moods,

narrated an anecdote: A Turk and

a Montenegrin were talking. The

Turk wished to know why the

Montenegrins were constantly at

war. “For plunder, we are poor

and need some booty,” the Mon-

tenegrin replied and asked the

Turk what he was fighting for.

“For honour and glory,” said the

Turk. The Montenegrin rejoined,

“Everyone fights for what he does

not have.” Stalin laughed, saying:

“By God, that is deep.”

GDP no index of contentedness

Before making life

luxurious for the

very few, those in

authority must

make life bearable

for the many
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